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Plastic in the Oceans
● Currently there is around 150 million tons of trash and plastic in the Ocean

● Every year around 8 million new tons of plastic enter Oceans worldwide



How do plastics enter the Ocean?
● Trash & litter that accumulate on the streets or even in dumps all eventually end 

up in the world's Oceans 

● Ocean dumping act of 1988 prevents companies from directly dumping trash in 

the Ocean, but many business models use 1 time use plastics. 



True or False    Environmental effects
- True or False, Plastics natural break down in only 10 years.

- True or False, Plastics in the Ocean affect over 800 animal species.

- True or False, Most marine animals mistake plastic for food.

- True or False, Plastics only impact the Ocean.



Environmental Effects
● Plastic is one of the most harmful substances to pollute the environment, unlike 

certain other forms of trash all plastics are non biodegradable! This means that 

when large amounts of plastics collect up in the ocean or nature they will stay 

there or pollute other areas for up to 500 years before they break down naturally.



Environmental Effects
● All this plastic impacts marine life too, the fact that there is this much plastic in 

the oceans is not normal so animals are not used to its effects, most animals 

mistake plastic for food and since most animal life can not digest plastic it leads to 

suffocation or starvation because their digestive system gets blocked.



Environmental Effects
● Along with this fresh water environments can also be impacted, some large 

collections of plastic end up causing a shift in water flow ruining certain animals 

natural habitats, on top of this the UN found that over 800 animal species were 

affected by Trash.



What effects do these plastics have on the environment?
● Plastic is one of the most harmful substances to pollute the environment, unlike 

certain other forms of trash all plastics are non biodegradable! This means that 

when large amounts of plastics collect up in the ocean or nature they will stay 

there or pollute other areas for up to 500 years before they break down naturally

● All this plastic impacts marine life too, the fact that there is this much plastic in 

the oceans is not normal so animals are not used to its effects, most animals 

mistake plastic for food and since most animal life can not digest plastic it leads to 

suffocation or starvation because their digestive system gets blocked.

● Along with this fresh water environments can also be impacted, some large 

collections of plastic end up causing a shift in water flow ruining certain animals 

natural habitats, on top of this the UN found that over 800 animal species were 

affected by Trash.



Marine Life



Recycling
● You can reduce plastic waste in your everyday life, by using less one time use 

plastic items like water bottles, or even bringing reusable bags when you go to the 

grocery store. 

● Also a big part is making sure you are putting your trash in the right recycling 

bins. 
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